STATEMENT OF DESIRES, SPECIAL PROVISIONS, AND LIMITATIONS
REGARDING HEALTH CARE DECISIONS.
For your convenience in expressing your wishes, some general statements concerning the withholding or removal of lifesustaining treatment are set forth below. (Life-sustaining treatment is defined as procedures without which a person would
die, such as but not limited to the following: mechanical respiration , kidney dialysis or the use of other external mechanical
and technological devices, drugs to maintain blood pressure, blood transfusions, and antibiotics.) There is also a section
which allows you to set forth specific directions for these or other matters. If you wish you may indicate your agreement or
disagreement with any of the following statements and give your agent power to act in those specific circumstances.
A. LIFE-SUSTAINING TREATMENT.
1. If I am near death and lack the capacity to make health care decisions, I authorize my agent to direct
that:
(Initial beside your choice of (a) or (b).)
_______

(a) life-sustaining treatment not be started, or if started, be discontinued.

-or________

(b) life-sustaining treatment continue to be given to me.

2. Whether near death or not, if I become permanently unconscious I authorize my agent to direct
that:
(Initial beside your choice of (a) or (b).)
______

(a) life-sustaining treatment not be started, or if started, be discontinued.

-or________

(b) life-sustaining treatment continue to be given to me.

B. MEDICALLY ADMINISTERED NUTRITION AND HYDRATION.
I realize that situations could arise in which the only way to allow me to die would be to not start or
to discontinue medically administered nutrition and hydration. In carrying out any instructions I have
given in this document, I authorize my agent to direct that:
(Initial beside your choice of (a) or (b).)
___
discontinued.

(a) medically administered nutrition and hydration not be started or, if started, be

-or________
(b) even if all other forms of life-sustaining treatment have been withdrawn, medically
administered nutrition and hydration continue to be given to me.
(If you fail to complete item B, your agent will not have the power to direct the withholding or
withdrawal of medically administered nutrition and hydration.)

C. ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS.
Here you may include any specific desires or limitations you deem appropriate, such as when or what
life-sustaining treatment you would want used or withheld, or instructions about refusing any specific
types of treatment that are inconsistent with your religious beliefs or are unacceptable to you for any
other
reason.
You
may
leave
this
question
blank
if
you
desire._________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
(Add additional pages as necessary.)
___________________________________

___________________________________

Witness

Signature of Declarant

___________________________________
Witness

STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
COUNTY OF HILLSBOROUGH
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ______ day of _____________, 2020,
by_____________________, declarant, who is (

) personally known to me or (

) who has produced a DRIVER’S

LICENSE as identification and who (did/did not) take an oath.

My Commission Expires:

_____________________________
NOTARY PUBLIC/JUSTICE OF THE PEACE,
NEW HAMPSHIRE

